CHEETOZ
LITTLE BUDDHA HURGHADA
WEB & SOCIAL
Facebook
facebook.com/cheetoz.music
Soundcloud soundcloud.com/djcheetoz
Instagram
instagram.com/djcheetoz
RESIDENCIES
Little Buddha, Hurghada
Little Buddha, Sharm El Sheikh
CLUBS PLAYED
Pacha, Sharm El Sheikh
Space, Sharm El Sheikh
T.G.I. Fridays
Thrust, Cairo
CORPORATE & EVENTS
Heineken Thirst DJ competition Finalist
Winner of Nokia XpressMusic contest.
#12 DJ MAG TOP 50 Middle Eastern DJs 2010
Ray Ban Summer Campaign DJ 2011

BIOGRAPHY
Sherif El Seyoufi aka DJ Cheetoz recognized his great passion for music at an early age and started exposing himself to a large variety of genres, widening his perspectives and nurturing his knowledge of music. He
soon knew that this wasn’t simply a hobby, but something that he wanted to pursue professionally. Wanting
to combine the different types of melodies and beats that stimulate his senses and come up with his own
unique style, he started deejaying at the age of 18. In his mind, his primary goal was to give the city a fresh
outlook on the music he grew to love.
In September 2011 He becomes one of the resident DJs at Little Buddha Hurghada and Sharm El Sheikh.
Strongly believing that success in his profession is achieved through constant exposure, he never stops
exploring and working on new sounds and beats. Mixing side-by-side with some of the most prominent DJs
worldwide such as: Roger Sanchez, Satoshi Tomiie, Sander Kleinenberg, John OO Fleming, Marco v, Funkagenda, John Digweed, Joyce Mercedes, David Guetta, Wally Lopez, David Vendetta, Outwork, Toca Disco, Rene
Amesz, DJ Diass, Camilo Franco,Serge Fernandez, Ravin, David Penn, Abel Ramos, Amo + Navas, DJ Chus,
Gold Fish, Serge Devant, Kurd Maverick, Tara McDonald and, Chocolate Puma many more ….
DJ Cheetoz’ presence is very well noted within his fans as he has well established his own vibe at some of
Cairo’s high end clubs where he regularly deejays such as T.G.I Friday‘s, Latex, BassX, Bling Bling ,Club 35,Little Buddha-Hurghada,Little Buddha-Sharm El Sheikh and ClubThrust-Cairo.
His fans are his drive, as he persistently seeks variety and chances for improvement within his work to keep
them satisfied on the dance floor. In effect, they always keep coming back expecting to get elevated as
always into a state of euphoria and those who get the chance to enjoy his music for the first time become
addicted.
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